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Abstract—Lot of research has been going on for implementing 

digital systems at nano-scale level. Quantum-dot based Quantum 

Cellular Automata (QCA) is a promising as well as emerging 

technology for implementing of digital systems at nano-scale. By 

taking full advantage of the unique feature of this technology, it is 

possible to have device which functions consuming ultra low 

power and very high operating speeds. In this work, we have 

selected few basic flip-flops and studied them well. Using the 

computational tools “QCADesigner” proposed for designing QCA 

based digital circuits; we have designed the QCA circuits of D-Flip 

Flop. The correctness of the proposed circuits is also verified 

using simulation results obtained using QCADesigner. 

 

Index Terms— Quantum Dot, QCA, Nano-electronic circuit, 

Binary logic, D-Flip Flop, Cell-Cell Response.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

The current idea of Quantum dot developed from the 

concept of artificial semiconductor atoms [1, 2]. In 1992, 

Meurer and his group demonstrated that it is possible to have 

controllable occupation of these quantum dots in the 

few-electron regime. As such, we may have ‗quantum-dot 

hydrogen’, ‗quantum-dot helium’, ‗quantum-dot lithium’ and 

‗quantum-dot molecules’. In quantum-dot molecules, there 

exist coupling between quantum-dot atoms in close proximity 

[3]. Quantum-dot cellular automata (QCA) are locally 

interconnected cellular-automata-like arrays of 

nanostructures (quantum dots). Here interconnections are 

given by the physical interactions. The underlying physics 

determines the overall functioning of such arrays [4]. The 

QCA approach adopts an approach to code information as to 

eliminate the most of the problems associated with 

current-switching paradigm for nano-devices. The QCA 

scheme is not a quantum computer as they do not require 

quantum mechanical phase coherence over the entire array. 

Phase coherence is only required inside each cell whereas 

cell-cell interactions are classical. This makes QCAs a more 

attractive candidate for circuit design. The QCA scheme 

consisted of four quantum dots [5, 6] are very popular and are 

schematically shown in Fig.1.In this scheme, the electrons 

jumps between the individual quantum dots cell through 

quantum mechanical tunneling [7,8]. The electrons also 

experience coulomb repulsion but are constrained to occupy 

the dots. If they are left alone, they may have two basic 

configurations. Based on the alignment of the charge, we may 

associate a polarization as in Fig. 1. Again, it is to be noted 

that the ground state of an isolated cell has a net polarization 

of zero.  
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Figure 1 QCA Cell 

  
This paper is organized as follows. In section II, an 

introduction to basic logic primitive effectively required to 

design QCA based circuit were introduced. Section III gives a 

very brief review of Latches and Flip Flops. Section IV 

uniquely describes characteristic equation, characteristic 

table and excitation table of a D-Flip-Flop whereas section V 

describes design methodology and design verification of D 

Flip-Flop. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section VI. 

II. BASIC QCA GATES 

 Logic units are the basic building blocks of many 

computational operations like arithmetic, multiplexer, 

de-multiplexer, radix conversion, parity generator cum 

checker etc. The combination of basic gates like AND, OR, 

NOT as well as NAND or NOR are universal gate. The 

combination of these gates logic is considered universal 

because any general Boolean function can be implemented 

with a combination of logic primitive. 

 In case of computing with QCA, we also require such 

universal logic primitive. One such logic primitive that may 

be created with QCA is a Majority Voter (MV) gate, which is 

shown in the Fig. 2. The truth table of the operation is also 

shown in the TABLE I. The logic function of a MV gate 

[9-12] is  

 

CABCABCBAMV ),,(  (1) 

 

If   C = -1.00 polarized i.e. logic level ‘0’ then, MV (A, B, 0) 

= AB = AND gate.  

Also if C = +1.00 polarized i.e. logic level ‘1’ then, MV (A, B, 

1) = AB+B+A = A+B = OR gate.  

 

 
Figure 2 QCA based Majority 

Voter (MV) gate 
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TABLE I: Truth Table of MV gate 
A B C Y 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 1 0 

0 1 0 0 

0 1 1 1 

1 0 0 0 

1 0 1 1 

1 1 0 1 

1 1 1 1 

Using a line of QCA cells, we can have a binary wire Fig. 3(a). 

‘FANOUT’ means one signal comes in and several copies go 

out. The fan out of QCA is very high as there is negligible 

power requirement for any type of gate in this technology. 

The information pumps down in circuit in a controllable 

manner. The implementation of ‘FANOUT’ using QCA is 

shown in Fig. 3(b) 

 

(a)                                                    (b) 

 

Figure 3 (a) QCA based binary wire (b) FANOUT                 

III. A REVIEW OF LATCHES AND FLIP-FLOPS 

Latches and Flip Flops (FFs) circuit can maintain a binary 

state indefinitely directed by an input signal to switch states 

subject to the condition that as the power is delivered. There 

are a wide variety of latches and FFs. They differ from each in 

terms of number of inputs and how these inputs affect the 

binary state. The main difference between latches and FFs is 

that for latches, their outputs are constantly affected by their 

inputs as long as the enable signal is asserted. But, in FFs, the 

content changes only either at the rising or falling edge of the 

enable signal. This enable signal is usually the controlling 

clock signal. After the rising or falling edge of the clock, the 

FF content remains constant even if the input changes. There 

are basically four main types [13] of latches and FFs: SR, D, 

JK and T as shown in Fig. 4.  Each type can have different  

variations such as active high or low inputs, whether they 

change state at the rising or falling edge of the clock signal, 

and whether they have asynchronous inputs or not. The FFs 

can be described fully and uniquely by its logic symbol, 

characteristic table, characteristic equation, excitation table.  

Logic symbol of FFs describes the FF‘s inputs and outputs, 

the name given to these signals, and whether they are active 

high or low. All the FFs have Q and Q` as their outputs. All of 

them also have a clock input. The small triangle at the clock 

input indicates that the circuit is a FF and so it is triggered by 

the edge of the clock signal; if there is a circle in front, then it 

is the falling edge, otherwise, it is the rising edge of the clock 

signal. Without the small triangle, the circuit is a latch.  

Truth table is simply lists all possible combinations of the 

input signals, the current state (or content) of the FF, and the 

next state that the FF will go to at the next active edge of the 

clock signal. 

Characteristic table is just the truth table but usually 

written in a shorter format. The characteristic table answers 

the question of what is the next state when given the inputs 

and the current state, and is used in the analysis of sequential 

circuits.  

Characteristic equation is the fundamental Boolean 

equation that is derived from the characteristic table. This 

equation formally describes the functional behavior of the FF. 

Like the characteristic table, it specifies the FF‘s next state as 

a function of its current state and inputs. 

Excitation table gives the value of the FF‘s inputs that are 

necessary to change the FF‘s current state to the desired next 

state at the next active edge of the clock signal. This table give 

answers to the question regarding what should be the inputs 

when given so that the current state that the FF is in and the 

next state that we want the FF to go to. This table is used in the 

synthesis of sequential circuits. 

 

 
 

(a) SR Flip-Flop (b) D Flip Flop 

  
(c) JK Flip Flop (d) T Flip Flop 

 

Figure 4  Four main types of Flip Flops 

IV. D FLIP-FLOP 

D FF has single input D (data), D ‗HIGH‘ is a SET state, D 

‗LOW‘ is a RESET state. Q follows D at the clock edge. A SR 

flip-flop can be converted into a D flip-flop by adding an 

inverter as shown in figure 5. 

 
Figure 5 D- Flip-Flop from SR Flip-Flop 

 

Characteristic Equations of D Flip Flop is 

1

'

1   ttDFF DQDQQ                                                      (2) 

The characteristic table and excitation table for characteristic 

equation of D Flip-Flop is shown in the TABLE II and 

TABLE III respectively. 

TABLE II: Characteristic table of D Flip-Flop 

 

D          Q Qnext 

0           X 0 

1           X 1 
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TABLE III: Excitation table of D Flip Flop 
Q Q(t+1) D 

0 0 0 

0 1 1 

1 0 0 

1 1 1 

V. DESIGN METHODOLOGY OF D-FLIP FLOP AND 

VERIFICATION USING QCA-DESIGNER 

 To design latch / FFs as mentioned earlier in section III, the 

conventional CMOS circuits are not suitable to direct 

translated into QCA architecture due to the timing constraint. 

By observing the truth tables as well as Boolean equations 

derived out of it, one may obtained the required variable as 

well as number of logic gates that may be required to design a 

particular latch or FF.  

From section IV, we find that we can design a D FF using 

SR-Flip-Flop just by introducing inverter i.e. R will be an 

inverted input of S. The characteristic equation of D FF 

suggest that we need two AND gate and one OR to design a D 

FF. Using the concept of logic primitives of QCA design as 

discussed in section II, we can logically obtain the 

corresponding design equation using MV gate. QCA based 

design is requires one majority voter gates and the design 

equation is Q=M (D, Q, Q‘) = DQ+DQ‘ since QQ‘=0.  

Authors of Huang et al. [14] indicated that D FFs can be 

implemented using binary wires in a QCA where input signal 

is delivered in to the output after at least one clock cycle 

delay. Although this is acceptable regarding the clocking 

phases in QCA data flow, but timing constraint and 

synchronization of components must be considered due to the 

fact that the four-phase clock signal also control the 

combinational gates [15]. So, we have to introduce 

independent clock input with optimized delay and proper cell 

utilization. This reduces the effects of timing constraints. 

A. QCA design of D-Latch and D-FF 

 The D- Latch is constructed from 29 cells whereas D-FF is 

constructed from 43 cells. The D-Latch and D-FF has been 

simulated using ‗QCADesigner‘ which is a layout as well as 

simulation tool for QCA design. The Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 

respectively shows the QCA based proposed design of a 

D-Flip-Flop without clock (Latch) and D-Flip-Flop with 

clock. The designs essentially require multi-phased clocking 

mechanism with proper information flow. The different colors 

in the design indicate different clocking zones. 

 
Figure 6 D Latch 

 
Figure 7 D-Flip-Flop 

B. Design Verification 

Each of circuit as given in Fig.6 and Fig.7 were tested 

with ―QCADesigner ver. 2.0.3‖. Bi-stable approximation is 

done with default values i.e. Number of samples: 12800, 

Radius of effect: 65 nm, Clock high: 9.8e-22, Clock Low: 

3.8e-22, relative permittivity of 12.9, Upper Threshold: 0.5, 

Lower Threshold: -0.5, Cell size: 18 nm.  From Excitation 

Table of D FF, we note that D=1, Q=X, Qnext=1. The same is 

verified as in figure 8 and 9. 

The expected time trace of the D latch for excitation starting 

with Q=1 will be equivalent to TABLE IV and expected for 

Q=0 will be equivalent to TABLE V 

 

TABLE IV: Truth table of D Latch with initial value of Q=1  

 
D 

1

'

1   ttt DQDQQ  

0 1 (initial value) 

1 0 

0 1 

1 0 

0 1 

1 0 

0 1 

1 0 

 

TABLE V: Truth table of D Latch with initial value of Q=0  

 
D 

1

'

1   ttt DQDQQ  

0 0 (initial value) 

1 0 

0 1 

1 0 

0 1 

1 0 

0 1 

1 0 

 

The simulation results for D latch for Q=1 (initial) as shown in 

Fig. 8 and for Q=0 (initial) as in Fig. 9 has been obtained by 

simulating the QCA layout. From the simulation waveforms it 

can be seen that the timing trace of 

the D latch for Q=1 and Q=0 

initial value matches with the 
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theoretical values as given in TABLE IV and TABLE V.    

TABLE VI: Truth table of D FF with initial value Q(t-1)=1 

  
D CLOCK Q (t) 

0 0 1 

0 1 1 

1 0 1 

1 1 0 

0 0 0 

0 1 1 

1 0 1 

1 1 0 

 

Similarly, the expected time trace of the D FF for excitation 

starting with Q=1(initial value) will be equivalent to TABLE 

VI and expected for Q=0 (initial value) will be equivalent to 

TABLE VII. The simulation results for D FF for Q=1 (initial) 

as shown in Fig. 10 and for Q=0 (initial) as in Fig. 11 has been 

obtained by simulating the QCA layout. From the simulation 

waveforms it can be seen that the timing trace of the RS 

flip-flop for Q=1 and Q=0 initial value matches with the 

theoretical values as given in TABLE VI and TABLE VII.    

 

TABLE VII: Truth table of D FF with initial value Q(t-1)=0 

  
D CLOCK Q (t) 

0 0 0 

0 1 1 

1 0 1 

1 1 0 

0 0 0 

0 1 1 

1 0 1 

1 1 0 

C. Output Parameter obtained from Simulation 

  For D-Latch, it is seen that the polarization at the output is 

‗±9.51e
-001

‘ (for both Q and Q‘) for bi-stable approximation 

as well as coherence vector options with Euler method. If we 

take temperature 5 k instead of default value of 1K in 

coherence vector option keeping the method same, the 

corresponding value of polarization is ‗±9. 50e
-001

‘  (for Q‘). 

But the further increase in step of 1 K i.e. at 6K, the circuit 

fails to provide any good result.  

 For D-FF, it is seen that the polarization at the output is 

‗±9.87e
-001

‘ for bi-stable approximation as well as coherence 

vector options with Euler method. But, if we take temperature 

6k or 7k instead of default value of 1K in coherence vector 

option keeping the method same, the corresponding value of 

polarization is remains same i.e.‗±9. 87e
-001

‘.  Whereas, the 

further increase in step of 1 K i.e. at 8K, the circuit fails to 

provide any good result.  

      

 

 

Figure 8 D-Latch (Cell-Cell Response for Q=1) 

 
Figure 9 D-Latch (Cell-Cell Response for Q=0) 

 
Figure 10 D Flip-Flop (Cell-Cell 

Response for Q=1) 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper a conception of design methodology as well as 

comprehensive testing scheme for proposed design of D latch 

and D FF has been discussed. The proposed designs have 

efficient structures in terms of area, delay and cell count. 

Simulations of the proposed designs of D-latch and D-FF 

were carried out using both bi-stable and coherence engines 

(with different operating temperatures) of QCADesigner. For 

results verification, we have obtained the theoretical values of 

timing trace in tabular form (Truth Table) and minutely 

verified whether all the values match with the simulation 

waveforms. The logical structures thus designed, may be used 

as basic building block of a general purpose 

nano-computers/processors which may be a future technical 

advancement of current researches. Further, we like to 

conclude that the proposed designs as well as verification 

methodology will significant help in future work. 

 
Figure 11 D Flip-Flop (Cell-Cell Response for Q=0) 
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